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A round-up of the latest news from the LM TOM
• Our market is evolving. Are you evolving with it?

• Contract signed for next wave of delegated authority tools

• Maintaining momentum on electronic placement

• PPL completes the class roll out with treaty reinsurance
go live

• Traditional marine leads the way forward
• LMA appoints Andrew Brooks as next Chair
• LM TOM Solutions update
• Market adoption of DA SATS takes off

• Market Business Glossary continues to evolve
with coverholder standards updates
• LM TOM event highlights the importance of system
integration for the London Market

Click on the ‘Read more’ links below for the full stories.

LM TOM talks to the market
Our market is evolving. Are you evolving with it?
As phase 2 of the London Market modernisation campaign gets underway
PPL Chair, Bronek Masojada, urges the market to get behind the campaign
and support electronic placement which is making London easier and
cheaper to access for our customers. » Read more

Maintaining momentum on electronic placement
Take a look at the latest video on market adoption of PPL, listen to what
firms have to say about their experience of PPL so far and how they plan to
maintain momentum on the platform going forwards. » Read more

The market talks to LM TOM
Traditional marine leads the way forward
Heather Clarkson, Managing Director, Marine, Ed Broking, spoke to the LM
TOM and PPL teams about why the firm’s Marine team is passionate about
modernising the London Market. » Read more

LMA appoints Andrew Brooks as next Chair
Andrew Brooks, Chief Executive Officer of Ascot Underwriting, has been
appointed the next Chairman of the Lloyd’s Market Association (LMA) with
effect from 1 January 2019. » Read more

London Market TOM Solutions
LM TOM Solutions update
Each month we report on the progress of LM TOM's core Solutions as we
continue on our mission to make London an easier and more cost-effective
place to do business. » Read more

Delegated Authority

Data Integration

Market adoption of DA SATS takes off
Market adoption of DA SATS, which went
live in September, is progressing well. The
DA SATS platform enables the quick and
convenient submission of risk, premium
and claims data across the London Market.
More information on DA SATS can be
found here. » Read more

Market Business Glossary continues to
evolve with coverholder standards
updates
The LM TOM’s Market Business Glossary,
which now has 815 users from 189
organisations, has been updated with
Coverholder Reporting Standards Version
5.1. The standards make it easier for
coverholders to work with the Lloyd’s
market by creating a consistent request for
data from coverholders and third party
administrators (TPAs). » Read more

Contract signed for next wave of
delegated authority tools
The LMG has announced that a contract
has been signed with Sequel to deliver a
faster and more efficient solution for
approving and registering coverholders,
and a new integrated tool for generating
delegated authority binder contracts.
» Read more

Placing Platform Limited
PPL completes the class roll out with
treaty reinsurance go live
The board of PPL Ltd announced that the
treaty reinsurance class of business went
live on the platform on 15 October,
completing its roll out of products. PPL’s
focus will now be on continuous
improvement of the technology,
functionality and usability of the platform.
» Read more

LM TOM Integration Support
LM TOM event highlights the importance
of system integration for the London
Market
Over 100 technologists from 36
organisations attended the LM TOM
Integration event in late September. The
event catered for technology specialists
who need to know why or how they should
integrate to the LM TOM Solutions which
are making London more accessible to our
customers by providing more efficient and
cost-effective services that better meet
their needs. » Read more
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